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Hadron Therapy

• The advantage of hadron therapy (protons, carbon,

helium ions) compared to conventional X-ray radiotherapy

is the localised energy deposition in the Bragg Peak (BP).

• But due to the sharp BP distal fall-off, tumour targeting

must be precise, to avoid irradiation of normal tissue.

• High precision hadron therapy requires in-vivo beam

range verification techniques to verify dose delivery

while assuring safety margins during the treatment process.
Figure showing comparison between photon and proton beams. 

Smith AR 2009.



Beam Range Verification: Prompt Gamma

• There are various beam monitoring techniques, PET is used to detect delayed gammas from β+ emitting 

radioisotopes (11C, 13N, 15O).

– Does not offer real-time monitoring, biological washout for soft tissue, organ motion, difficulties in image co-registration

• Prompt gamma (PG) imaging is a novel technique which can provide a real-time signal for beam range verification, 

but this technology is still unavailable for clinical applications.

• PG is emitted in the decay process from an excited nucleus

following proton-nuclear interaction.

•PG technique unique advantages:
– Enable on-line treatment monitoring in real time

– Provide high accuracy of range verification (~1mm), with close

correlation between proton range and PG production position

– Discrete spectral lines in PG emission contain information of 

tissue composition



Literature Review
Characteristics and feasibility of prompt gamma

• Studied PG characteristics and feasibility as range verification technique (Min et al 2006, Polf et al 2009a, Peterson et al 2010, 

Frandes et al 2010). Use emitted spectrum to determine elemental composition of irradiated tissue (Polf et al 2009b, Polf et al 2013).

Verburg et al, Energy- and 

time-resolved detection of 

prompt gamma-rays for proton 

range verification, 2013. >

< Polf et al, Measurement of 

characteristic prompt gamma 

rays emitted from oxygen and 

carbon in tissue-equivalent 

samples during proton beam 

irradiation, 2013.



Literature Review
Detector designs for PG imaging

•Passive (mechanical) collimation: collimated PG camera (Min et al 2006, Testa et al 2010), pinhole, knife-edge 

shaped slit placed perpendicular to beam direction (Bom et al 2012, Smeets et al 2012).

•Active (electronic) collimation: Compton cameras (Kormoll et al 2011), double-scattering cameras (Peterson et al 2010, 

Richard et al 2011) use Compton kinematics to trace gamma source.

Perali et al, Prompt gamma imaging of proton pencil beams at clinical dose rate, 2014.

Gonzalez et al, Compton camera and prompt 

gamma ray timing: two methods for in vivo 

range assessment in proton therapy, 2016.



Literature Review
Other beam monitoring techniques

• Prompt gamma spectroscopy (PGS): Discrete excited states of nuclei to monitor beam range and assess 

elemental composition of irradiated tissue (Verburg et al 2014).

• Prompt gamma timing (PGT): TOF distributions encode information about spatial emission point 

(Golnik et al 2014). TOF also for reducing neutron background (Testa et al 2008, Biegun et al 2012).

• Prompt gamma peak integration (PGPI): Integral and mean of TOF peak used to detect deviations 

from the prescribed treatment (Krimmer et al 2017).

Gonzalez et al, 2016.

Krimmer et al, A cost-effective monitoring technique in particle therapy via uncollimated

prompt gamma peak integration, 2017.

Golnik et al, Range assessment in particle therapy based 

on prompt gamma-ray timing measurements, 2014.



Research Goal

• Main challenges of PG imaging are the absence of optimised PG detection methodology and

technology.

– Capable of measuring high-energy gamma rays, high count rates, with suitable efficiency and precision.

– Technique to reduce background for improving signal-to-noise ratio.

– Technology for fast timing of gamma detection and electronics.

• Goal: investigate and develop a novel in-vivo dose verification technique using PG signals to

enable on-line treatment monitoring in particle therapy.

1. Monte Carlo simulations to (1) investigate PG emission and detection characteristics and (2) determine

optimal system for uncollimated PG detection using TOF information for BP tracking.

2. Develop detector/s, optimise system. Main requirement is good energy and timing resolution.

3. Test/verification.



Conclusion

• The energy spectra of gamma emission is characteristic to the elemental composition of the phantom material.

Prominent PG emission lines are 4.44, 5.21, 6.13 MeV from 12C, 15O and 16O, respectively.

• PG rays offer improved correlation to the BP distal fall-off compared to total gamma emission.

• The preferential position for PG detection is slightly backward peaked, for proton beam, and normally, for 12C

beam, relative to the BP position.

• PG TOF spectra changes with beam energy, the peak mean and integral increase with higher beam energy – the

potential for a simple, uncollimated means of BP tracking.

• Next stage of simulations:

– Different phantom shapes (e.g. cylinder) and materials (e.g. plastic, tissue-equivalent).

– Model PG energy and TOF response of realistic scintillation detectors positioned around the phantom.
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